
 

 

 

 

 

Broadcast Producer (Part-Time) 

Fixers, the successful campaign that helps young people make a difference on issues that 

are important to them, is looking for an exceptional TV producer [for Manchester and the 

north … but willing to consider applicants further south] to work on our award-winning films 

for ITV regional news bulletins. Our producers work autonomously, liaising closely with our 

team of researchers, to shape and form stories about our remarkable young people [Fixers], 

and then direct shoots with our in house camera crews, and supervise edits at our offices in 

Manchester or [near] Winchester.  

Applicants should be senior journalists, with a proven background in television news or 

current affairs – probably with recent experience in ITV or BBC regions – capable of working 

to strict deadlines, and to make effective, sympathetic films that sit comfortably in regional 

bulletins, are true to our young people and a credit to Fixers. Broadcast Producers must be 

self-starters, capable of working on their own - mainly from home - well organised and 

determined, who see the Fixers campaign as worthwhile, challenging and inspiring.  

They must be able to work easily with young people from all social and cultural 

backgrounds, helping them to express their ideas and motivations, to inform, entertain and 

surprise the TV audience about every kind of social issue, including mental health, sexual 

exploitation, LGBTQ, disability … and any other subject that young people feel strongly 

about.  

Broadcast Producers are expected to regard evenings and weekends as part of their normal 

work pattern, because this is when young people are often available.  

Reporting to: Editorial Director 

Salary Range: £37,500-42,500 [pro rata] [contract, freelance and job share considered]  

Based: UK, especially the north 

Deadline: 22nd September 2017 

Contact: broadcastjobs@fixers.org.uk 
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JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

Broadcast Producer [Part Time] 

 

Type of position: Contract, freelance or job share  
 
Responsible to: Editorial Director 
 
Responsible for: Researchers, crews, editors and contributors during productions 

Purpose of role:  The Broadcast Producer will produce regular monthly features [of 
c3.00] for regional television news programmes covering the work of Fixers. They may also 
be expected to produce or facilitate other ad hoc broadcast material, including longer 
factual programming, interviews, films and stories on subjects about or raised by Fixers.  

Key Duties and Responsibilities: 
 

1. Produce [circa] three minute news features in allocated TV News regions.   
 

2. Provide editorial support to researchers to tease out clear themes and relevant content 
in stories. 
 

3. Discuss stories with the Editorial Director and keep them updated on progress on 
shoots, edits, etc. 
 

4. Give direction to crews and editors during shoots and production, maintaining high 
quality thresholds for style, meaning, visuals and technical specs. 

 
5. Engage with young people [Fixers], and conduct shoots, with sensitivity to their needs 

and the often difficult stories they have to tell.  
 

6. Respect and take care to properly communicate the intent and meaning of young people 
[Fixers], while maintaining editorial independence and control. 

 
7. Ensure compliance to the accepted rules on consent forms, parental permissions and 

special permissions for the young, vulnerable or those in any legal process, the 
protection of copyright and against defamation of individuals or organisations. 
 

8. Where occasionally necessary, liaise with local TV newsrooms and technical facilities to 
discuss up-coming editorial content, and the delivery/technical compliance of films. 
 

9. Work on other projects, when required, including Fixers events [e.g. The Big Fix Live!] or 
other long or short form productions. 
  
Any other duties as reasonably required. 
 
 



PERSON SPECIFICATION 
 

Job Title:   Broadcast Producer [Part Time]  
 
Purpose of role:  To produce features and lead the Broadcast team during productions. 
 
 

 Criteria or Competency Essential or Desirable 

Knowledge 
Extensive and instinctive understanding, as a journalist, of 
TV news and current affairs, news priorities, the personality 
and preoccupations of TV news decision-makers and the 
‘way to talk to’ audiences of differing broadcast platforms. 
Firm and intuitive grasp of the legal framework, including; 
consent forms and other permissions, risk assessments, 
copyright, taste and decency and defamation/libel. 

 
E 

Experience 
In depth and extended experience within TV news and 
current affairs at producer, reporter and/or programme 
editor level, including extensive location production as 
producer/director, edit supervision of short and/or longer 
format films, script-writing, editorial decision-making and 
leading small production teams/crews. Familiar with the 
social and personal issues that often motivate Fixers. 

 
E 

Skills 
Talented producer of well constructed, meaningful films that 
communicate well and engage the audience. Handles 
responsibility well, tackles problems quickly and predicts 
future issues. Proven expertise and ability in directing, 
editing, script-writing, planning of small-scale productions,  
selection of locations, facilities and technical needs.  

 
E 

Approach 
Relaxed but thorough. Inspirational but friendly. Leading by 
example and encouragement. Capable of putting all 
contributors at ease, regardless of their age, gender, dis-
ability, sexuality, race or issue, while getting what we need. 

 
E 

Qualifications 
Degree level education [not necessarily a media degree] 
and/or vocational training or experience amounting to 
equivalent.  

 
D 

. 

E = essential criteria/competency for the post 
D = desirable criteria/competency for the post 

 

 



 


